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it that much. Now it's more publicized. My second collection, 
Citizen, was before Trump became president, so it’s about that. 
My following collection, Men Without Fear, came after Trump 
was President and I used slogans like ‘Alternative Facts' and 
scrawled them above the lip. I think we need to use our line of 
work to demand and criticize what is happening in our world 
and how it’s affecting our people. 

How would you describe the 
current fashion and arts scene 
in Mexico City? 

I think people are starting to notice how beautiful Mexico really 
is. In this post-Trump era, we’re more unified as a country. All 
the creatives are collaborating to form a huge snowball which 
is visible to the outside world. I think the communities that 
exist in Mexico City and Los Angeles are making amazing 
work that’s talking about what’s happening. I think we’re in a 
very good place to talk about it and we know that we’re just 
as capable as those in the US or Europe. The art scene is 
growing in gigantic steps in Mexico, but fashion here is still a 
little bit behind. Our fashion week is ten years old, so it’s brand 
new. Obviously, we get a lot of influence from the US. Fashion 
here isn’t as playful or risky as other places. The best thing 
that has happened to fashion here are platforms like Momo 
Room, which is independent of fashion week. 

When did you start presenting 
your work in a performance art 
format? 

The first time I was invited to the CFDA, I presented Men Without 
Fear in New York. There was a performance at a photocopy 
machine — people were photocopying while the show was 
going on. When the collection was presented again in Mexico 
City, I had five naked artists in a romantic, velvety setting. The 
next collection, Artisanal Sex Shop, was presented in New 
York with two amazing dancers choreographed by Cesar 
Brodermann. There were these two giant dildos built for it 
and among them were the dancers trying to find love. I’ve 
started doing one performance a year and that inspires the 
next collection.

What does performance give 
you creatively that a traditional 
runway doesn’t?

Fashion, in general, is quite boring from my perspective. 
Presentations bring your inspiration to life. Usually, the runway 
is a blank canvas with models walking. Even the music and 
hair… It needs to be more theatrical for me. You need to make 
people feel something. When you see a McQueen show, you’re 
thinking, ‘What the fuck is happening?’ Even if you don’t like 
the fashion, you’re going to see a play. It’s easier for me to do it 
that way because I’m more interested and so I’m giving more. 
During Las Puertas Al Sentimentalismo, I turned around and 
I saw four people crying. The building, the art direction, the 
models — they were all beautiful. We had a live band playing, 
and my girlfriend, Morena, was singing and I did a performance 
with her. I wouldn’t do fashion if I was doing something you 
could just see somewhere else. 

Who and what inspires your 
work the most?

It depends on what’s going on in my life. My last performance 
talked about what is happening to me and other women in 
Mexico. It was very emotional — I had my girlfriend there to 
support me. Violence against women is a huge problem and 

there are a lot of women getting killed. I do feel that women 
across the world are becoming more united. We have a voice 
and we use it. Artists such as Ana Mendieta, Sarah Lucas and 
Rebecca Horn have influenced my work. It’s a mix of them, the 
streets of Mexico, what I’m feeling and maybe the relationship 
I’m in. It’s a melting pot of everything around me. 

What is your vision for Sánchez-
Kane the brand?

Fashion feels very safe to me because I studied it, but I 
also want to experiment in different fields. This year, I did a 
workshop where I experimented with objects, materials and 
finishings  and I got a gallery in Mexico to represent me, so I 
feel like Sánchez-Kane is growing towards art and fashion. But 
it doesn’t necessarily need to be called either — everything 
is the same. 

“NOW WHEN 
YOU ASK ME 
WHAT I DO,, 
I SAY THAT 
I“M TAKING 
MY DEMONS 
OUT FOR A 
STROLL AND 
SHOWING 
THEM NEW 
THINGS..“

Words by Hannah Rose Prendergast 

Bárbara Sánchez-Kane is the woman behind the 
menswear brand “curated by emotional chaos.” 
Launched in 2015, Sánchez-Kane is a love letter to 
her native Mexico City, traversing the line between 
fashion and performance art. In a show of cultural 
appreciation, Bárbara carefully deconstructs 
Mexican tradition without disruption, centering 
around objects or scenes typically found during 
a trip to the mercado. Both personal and political 
in nature, the designer directs her ire through 
phrases like “moral panic,” or the humorous 
“don’t leave your wife unattended.” Elsewhere, a 
bookcase bodice and a brass bra recall the body 
modifications of German artist Rebecca Horn 
while a pair of elongated cowboy boots rival the 
absurdity of Dali and his mustache. 

Originally a menswear label, Sánchez-Kane has 
since evolved to suit the sexually fluid and stands 
in solidarity as the official utility-wear of the “macho 
sentimental” — a term Bárbara uses to describe a 
new kind of hero, one with heart. Moving between 
the streets of Mérida and the runways of Milan, 
her protagonist is a citizen of the world. 

How did you get your start in 
fashion? 

My background is in industrial engineering. I finished university 
then decided to pursue fashion design. I studied at Polimoda 
in Florence and did my BA in Fashion Design. In 2015, I 
graduated with an internship in LA with Bernhard Willhelm. 
Sánchez-Kane started with me just experimenting. When I 
came back to Mexico, I wasn’t sure if I wanted to work with 
another Mexican designer or work on my brand, so I just 
started doing collections creatively, without a purpose. After 
that, I started applying to design contests and started winning 
them. That’s how Sánchez-Kane was born.

What was it like adjusting to fashion 
from industrial engineering? 
How did you decide to make 
that jump? 

I think everything you do in life has a repercussion; in your mind, 
the way you work and the way you see things. I reference a lot 
of things you don’t normally see in fashion like strong metal 
structures and machinery. In the beginning, the silhouettes 
of my collections were based off of drawings that were very 
stiff. I think that comes from engineering. Engineering is about 
very square shapes and my cuts are very structural.

Can you explain the progression 
from your graduate collection, 
Catch as a Catch Can, to your 
latest presentation, Las Puertas 
Al Sentimentalismo (The Doors 
to Sentimentality)? 

People love labels now and they’re very confused about 
whether I’m making art, fashion or photography. I also don’t 

know what I’m doing half of the time. I just work with objects 
that are close to me; objects in my room, my studio. Those 
objects mean more to you because they are your family, your 
lovers. Now when you ask me what I do, I say that I’m taking my 
demons out for a stroll and showing them new things. That’s 
why every collection, it comes from me — it’s Mexico. The focal 
point is Mexico but taking the traditions and decontextualizing 
them. You’re still projecting their essence to your world but 
bringing in a modern vision of how this object, pattern or flavor 
is perceived and whether it contains brutality, fear or beauty. 

Being a menswear designer, what 
was your process for introducing 
womenswear pieces into the fold? 

Since I started, I had always used male models and one 
female model. When you start a brand, you're discovering and 
experimenting with your DNA. When I started Sánchez-Kane, 
I labelled it ‘menswear’, but now I can only say it's menswear 
because of the sizes. Really, the person that I dress is 'Macho 
Sentimental' — they could be a guy or a girl. I just hate the 
term ‘unisex'. 'Macho Sentimental' means that you’re both 
sensitive and strong. That’s the new hybrid of people we 
need to have in this world, they’re connected with both men 
and women. I also feel like it’s a hybrid of who I am; sometimes 
I’m connected more to my masculine side and other times to 
my feminine side. 

How has your Mexican heritage 
contributed to the aesthetics of your 
brand? 

My first collection was inspired by lucha libre — Mexican 
professional wrestling. If you’re walking around a         (market), 
you’ll see some of these pieces. I didn’t invent them, I just 
thought they were beautiful. I reference the colour palettes I 
see and the way someone is carrying their bag or their jacket. 
If you’re Mexican, you will understand that Sánchez-Kane is 
daily Mexico. For my last collection, all the hair was inspired 
by Mayan warriors. Sometimes it can be more subtle — it 
doesn’t necessarily need to be maracas. It’s about changing 
the context and making something new. 

How do you safeguard against 
cultural appropriation? 

My mother is American — I have an American passport. But 
I consider myself a Mexican because it’s what I know, I grew 
up here. I love Mexico. There are a lot of great artists who are 
inviting all these new generations of people to appreciate 
Mexico, and not just in the pre-Hispanic way portrayed in 
movies and TV. Mexico has always inspired me because I 
know it, I feel connected to it. I’m not going to be inspired by 
Egypt, for example, unless I at least travel there. If I’m going 
to do a collection about Egypt, I need to fucking be informed. 
I need to fucking read, I need to fucking talk about what’s 
happening now and what happened before that. The main 
problem is that most people only see the surface. 

What are your thoughts on the 
US-Mexico Border Crisis? Has 
it contributed to your work in 
any way?

It’s horrible what’s happening to all the Mexicans and all the 
people from Central America who are going to the US. They 
want to find better lives there because their own country 
doesn’t afford them the same opportunities. Even Obama did 
a lot of work to stop immigrants, but people didn’t talk about 
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